Introduction
A (2,2)-algebra A =(A, +, .) is called a semiring iff (A, +) and (A, .) (ZSF) iff a + h = o implies a = h = o for all a, he A, i.e. iff (A \,(o}, + ) is a subsemigroup of (A, +)
Let S = ( {cc, /3, . . .), +, .) be a semiring with (11 as absorbing zero and (U, .) a semigroup. Then the semigroup semiring (S( U ), +, .) of' U over S is obtained as follows. Let S(U) consist of all mappings ,f: U+S such that the support (1.1) supp(f')= (UGUl.f'(ll)=(.f; c1)#wi is finite. Denote mappings .f: 61~s (U) by (
1.2) f= c (.I;u)u and ,L/= ,;L (Y,~)c, utC
I and define addition and multiplication according to Clearly, the mapping ocS( U ) given by (0, u)=w for all UE U is the absorbing zero of this semiring (S( I/ ), +. .) , and S(U) is a ring or AC or ZSF if S has the same property. In the first case (S( U ), +, .) is called the semiyroup ring of U over S. Note that (S (U ), .) contains a natural isomorphic copy of (U, .) by U+E,U iff S has a rightidentity i:, (in particular an identity). Similarly, (S( U ), +, .) contains an isomorphic copy of (S, f, ,) by a-+~r, iff U has a left identity e, (cf. [15] , Section 3).
We say that a semigroup (U, ,) satisfies the jinite-jac~ori-_ation property (FFP) iff each \VE U has only a finite number of factorizations w=u. c with ~1, VEU. (The property that U is locally finite as defined in [4, p. 1701 is in general stronger than (FFP).) Let 7J be such a semigroup and S any semiring. Then the above considerations remain meaningful for the set S(U)) = S' of all mappings f: U +S without the restriction (1. l), again denoted in a formal way by (1.2), where the crucial point is, of course, the multiplication (1.4). In this way one obtains a semiring (S((U >>, + ;) , called the (maximal) generaliz semiyroup semiring qf'U over S. Clearly, the supplementary statements on (S( U ), +, .) above hold also for (S((U >>, +, .), and both semirings coincide iff U is finite.
Important
semigroups with the finite-factorization property are, for any set X ##, the free monoid X* and the free commutative monoid %X* over X. If S has an identity, (S((%X * >>, +, .) is the semiring of formal power series in the indeterminates X,EX over S. Also the elements of the generalized semigroup semiring (S((X * >>, +, .)
are called power series or simply series, sometimes in the noncommuting indeterminates x,EX, and it is well known that semirings of this kind are extremely useful in different branches of theoretical computer science (cf. e.g. [l, 4, 7, 121) .
Other semigroups which satisfy (FFP) are the free partiull~ commutative monoids .3%X* on a set X#@, also introduced in the context of the applications in [a] .
Whereas %X * is isomorphic to the congruence class semigroup X*/ti for the congruence K on X* generated by the relations (1.5)
for all si #xj of X, each 9%'X * is defined by 9%X * ? X */Q for the congruence Q on X * generated by a subset of (1.5). So, we have idx* s QG ti including the extreme cases 9%X * E X * and dKx*?%x*.
The main results of this paper are conditions such that semigroup semirings S( CJ) or generalized semigroup semirings S((U >> are ZDF or MLC, where the latter, of course, also settles the question whether such a semiring is MRC or MC. For the above semigroups U = .9%X * we obtain a complete answer to these questions. Some statements of this theorem are already known. For the special case that S is assumed to be a commutative ring and X a finite set, Theorem 1.1 was proved in [ 131 with the aid of enveloping algebras of Lie algebras. Moreover, part (a) of Theorem 1.1 refines the results of [3] on the semirings S( 9%X*), already formulated in the above abstract, since their supplementary assumption that S( 9%X*) has to be AC in the second part of statement (a) is superfluous.
The necessity of the conditions on S in Theorem 1.1 follows from our investigations in Section 3. There we give necessary conditions on U and on S such that semigroup semirings S (U ) and generalized semigroup semirings S((U >> are ZDF or MLC. There are various semigroups U such that semigroup semirings S (U ) or generalized semigroup semirings A of U over S are ZDF or MLC. provided that the semiring S satisfies the corresponding necessary conditions (cf. Propositions 3.5 and 3.6, and Example 4.3). In particular, each semigroup U which can be linearly ordered has a linear pseudo-valuation;
hence Theorem 4.5 applies to S(U). For groups of this kind, let U be the group generated by %X *, i.e. the free commutative group on a set X (cf. Example 5.1). Moreover, whereas S((U >> does not exist as a semiring in this case, there are generalized semigroup semirings A of U over S in the meaning just introduced.
Semirings of this kind are. for X = ,.Y,, ' ' the set of those power series in .K which correspond to Laurent series with finite principal part in complex analysis, andsimilarsubsetsAcS((U))forX=(s,.
. . ..s.) (cf. Example 2.1) and X infinite (cf. Example 5.3). As an application of Theorem 4.7 we obtain in Section 5 that each of these semirings A is ZDF or MLC iff S is ZDF or MLC and AC. respectively.
Finally, Theorem 5.4 presents a somewhat surprising result for each generalized semigroup semiring A of any semigroup U over a semiring S which is not ZSF. In this case the statements "A is ZDF" and "A is MLC" are equivalent provided that S satisfies the necessary condition to be MLC. which, in turn, yields that A is also MRC and hence MC.
As a kind of appendix, we have added Section 6. It is usual to write the elements of S((U >> in particular of S((X* >>, in a formal way as infinite sums according to (1.2). But these sums are, in fact, special cases of infinite sums which can be defined for certain families (,fii iE1) of elements ,f;ES((U)) in a pure algebraic manner. Some basic rules for these sums are helpful to deal with them correctly, and we sketch this nearly without proofs in Section 6. For a more general treatment including proofs and corresponding references we refer to [16, Section 63. 
Generalized semigroup semirings
for each ~EU. Indeed, for each \\'Esupp(.f.g)ndiv(z) there are u, I-ELI such that \v=u'I' and (,f; u)#(l~# (g, r) . From u.r=\c~div(-') we obtain u, LlEdiv(:) and hence uEsupp(f')n div(=) and ~~supp(y)ndiv(= 
Proof. One can easily show that (f-g)
. (h -k) is defined by (1.4) and contained in Proof. Assume that S (U ) is MLC and a # o and fl# y for elements of S. Then, for any UE U, we get CIU # o and /?u # yu in S(U) and hence @u2 # x~u2. This shows that clfi#rr and that S is MLC. Replacing 'J by w, we obtain that S is ZDF if S(U) is ZDF. 0
Next we state that there are no necessary conditions on U such that S (U ) is ZDF, at least not without further assumptions on S (cf. Lemma 3.3). This is a consequence of the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let U be any semigroup and S a semiring which is ZSF and ZDF. Then each generalized semigroup semiring A of U over S is ZDF.
Proof. Consider arbitrary elements f# o # g of A. Then there are uO, vO E U such that (f; uO) # w #(g, vO). This yields for w = uOvo
with some BES. Since S is ZDF and ZSF, we get (f; uo) (g, vo) #o and hence (f; uo)( g, vo) + b # w. This implies f's #o and we have shown that A is ZDF.
I?
As a contrast to Lemma 3.2 we have the following lemma (cf. also Theorem 5.4).
Lemma 3.3. Let U be a semigroup and S a semiring which is not ZSF, in particular a ring. Assume that there is a generalized semigroup semiring A of U over S which is ZDF. Then U is left-and right-cancellative.
Proof. By assumption there are elements in S satisfying x+/I= w and c( #w #/I. Assume that U is not right-cancellative.
Then uIv= u2v= w holds for some elements u,#~~andvinU.Considertheelementsau,+~u,#oandav#oinS(U)cA.Then (ml+ /Ju2)(cw) = axw + paw = (r + fi)cxw = 0 contradicts that A is ZDF. The dual statement on U is shown in the same way.
q
We now turn to necessary conditions on U such that S(U) is MLC, from which we also obtain rather strong necessary conditions on S depending on our results concerning U. We shall see that Theorem 3.4 cannot be refined with respect to the involved conditions on U and on S. In fact, our next considerations imply the existence of MLC semigroup semirings S(U) in the following cases concerning U. provided that S satisfies only the corresponding necessary conditions given in Theorem 3.4. The most important case that U consists only of elements of infinite order or of those elements and an identity will be considered in the following sections (cf. Theorem 1.1 and note that the monoids 9%X* provide the corresponding semigroups without an identity). The other extreme case that U consists entirely of left identities is treated in Proposition 3.5. Both can be combined together to all mixed cases with the aid of Proposition 3.6. including that case where U contains exactly one left identity which is not two-sided.
Theorem 3.4. Let S be a semiring and U a semigroup such that a generalized semigroup semiring A of U over S and hence S (U ) is MLC. Then (U, .) is left-cancellative and each element UEU is either of in$nite order or a left identity of (U;
Recall that the following statements on a semigroup U are equivalent:
U is left canceliative and each UEU is idempotent.
Each element u~U is a left identity. Each element u~U is right-absorbing. Semigroups of this kind are called right-absorbing (or right-zero semigroups). Proof. It is easily checked that S( U x R) is isomorphic to the semigroup semiring
S(U)(R)
of R over the semiring S(U) by f'= 1 (u.I)EU:X R (f; (u, r))(u, r)+,?= rFR ( UFU (f; (u, r))u) r.
Now S ( U ) is ZSF since this was assumed for S. So, if S ( U ) is MLC, then S ( U ) (R)
is MLC by Proposition 3.5(b). The converse follows since any rER provides a sub-
Note that each element (e, Y)E U x R is a left identity of U x R and not a right one by our general assumption 1 R 13 2, whereas each other element of U x R has infinite order. So, our assumption that S is AC is necessary, but superfluous in Proposition 3.6 since it follows from S(U) being MLC as well as from S( U x R) being MLC by Theorem 3.4. Moreover, assume that uz'=e implies u=o=e for all u, VEU. Then we obtain a subsemigroup (U x R)\E of U x R by cancelling an arbitrary set E of left identities (e, Y)E U x R. Doing so for all left identities with a single exception, we obtain a semigroup (U x R)\ E with exactly one left identity such that S((U x R)\ E) is MLC as claimed after Theorem 3.4.
Sufficient conditions
In the main part of this section we give sufficient conditions on a semigroup U such that, for each semiring S which satisfies the corresponding necessary conditions of Section 3, the semigroup semiring S (U ) or even each generalized semigroup semiring A of U over S is ZDF or MLC. Recall that
is such a semiring A iff U satisfies the finite-factorization property. These sufficient conditions on U are based on a concept given in Definition 4.1. Again, we leave left-right dual considerations and the resulting statements for two-sided cancellativity to the reader. Recall that a subsemigroup U' of a semigroup (U, .) is called consistent iff, for all u, OE U, UI;E U' implies u, l:E U'. Definition 4.1. Let (U, .) be a semigroup. Then (cp, r) is called a (I&) pseudo-r)aluation of (U, .) iff cp : U-+T is a homomorphism of (U, .) into a right-cancellative semigroup (r, o) with the following properties:
(i) For all ui, ri~Uu, from ult:] =a c z '2 and cp(u,)=cp(u,) it follows u1 =a2 and L'1 =L'z.
(ii) For each WEU there is a consistent subsemigroup U'= U'(w) of U satisfying WE U' such that (cp(U'), o, <) is a partially ordered semigroup for some relation < on V(U').
Clearly, we need some further assumptions on these partially ordered semigroups (cp(U'), o, <) as, for instance, the following ones.
A pseudo-valuation (cp, I-) of U is called linear or well-ordered iff each U'(w) in (ii) can be chosen in such a way that (cp(U'), <) is linear or well-ordered, respectively. Remark 4.2. Let U be a semigroup which has a pseudo-valuation (cp, r). Then, from (i) and the right-cancellativity of r it follows that U is cancellative. Hence U contains at most one idempotent, which then is its identity. So, we obtain from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.4: for u semigroup U with a pseudo-ualuution,
if u generalized semigroup semiring A qf'ZJ ooer a semiring S is ZDF [or MLC], then S is ZDF [or MLC and AC].
We give some examples of pseudo-valuations, in fact left and right ones. Proof. As usual, we consider X as a subset of the free monoid X*. Let K be the congruence on X* generated by the relations , and Q the congruence on X* generated by a subset of (4.1). Let $ and x be the corresponding natural epimorphisms. Then there is a unique epimorphism cp such that the diagram (4.2) X* . x*/k-=r ':\* 1 cp x*/e= u commutes. Clearly, X*/k-= r is the free commutative monoid V(X)* on the bijective image $(X)=X of X LX*. We do not identify it with %'X* during this proof since XiXj # XjXi holds for Xi # Xj of X in X *, whereas xixj = xjxi holds in r for their images under $. For the same reason we deal in this proof with the isomorphic copy U =X*/Q of 9%X*. We shall see that (cp, I-) provides U with a pseudo-valuation as we have claimed for .9%X* above.
At first we show that (cp, r) satisfies part (i) of Definition 4.1 by a proof stimulated by similar considerations in [3, pp. 24332441. We assume that ulvl =uzvz and cp(ul)=cp(uz) for elements Ui, L'i of U=X*/Q. This yields (p(vI)=(p(v2) since T=X*/ti is known to be cancellative. Clearly, u1 = u2 and v1 = v2 follows if one of these four elements is the image x(1) of the identity 1 of X*. So, let x1, . . ,x,, x;, . . . ,x& be elements of X such that x(x, . ..x.)=ul and x(x; . ..x~)=u~. Then cp(ul)=cp(uz) implies $(.x1 . X,)=$(X;
. XL);
hence n =m and x'r . . . XL=xi, . xi, for a permutation of Q there is a chain zl, z2, . . . ,zf in X* such that each zr is obtained from z,_ I by applying one generating relation of Q to permute only one pair of elements of X which are neighbours in z,_ 1.
Assume that zl, z2, . , z, is a shortest chain of this kind. Then each step permutes either two elements of {.x1, . . . ,x,,) or two elements of [JIM, . . . , y,,, ) . This is clear since 2' I ~1~ s J'~, . 2'j,, modulo Q, i.e. ~1~ = 11~ and L'~ = r2, such that (cp, r) satisfies part (i) of Definition 4.2. Now it is easy to complete the proof. Since each set can be well ordered, consider (x, <) as a well-ordered set. Define the corresponding lexicographic order on r=%(x)*, again denoted by <, according to (4.3) n x1"'< n .U""' 0 r(J)<p(J) for r=min ~ZEX~V(X)#~(.Y)).
it .r \ES
Then it is well known that (r;, <) is a linearly ordered semigroup, which is wellordered if and only, !I' x is finite. So, if X and hence x is finite, we may choose U'(W) = U for each M'E U to see that (cp, r) is a well-ordered pseudo-valuation of U. Otherwise, for each \%'E U, let U'(w) be the subsemigroup of U generated by the finite subset x(X) n div(w) of x(X). Clearly, U'( w is consistent in U. Since (cp (U'(w) ), ., <) is ) generated by a finite subset of x, it is a well-ordered subsemigroup of (r;, <), which completes our proof. 0
By this proposition the following theorems apply to each free partially commutative monoid 9%X*, which yields Theorem 1.1. Because of their similarity, we combine the proofs of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6. For ~1~ = u1 u, E U'(M'~) we consider all elements U, C'E U satisfying (4.6) w 1 = u 11' 1 = ur, (f; u)Zw and ( y, v) # (h, v).
Theorem 4.5. Let U be u semigroup which has a lineur pseudo-caluation (cp, r) und S( U ) CI semigroup setniring of U over u semiring S. Then S( U ) is ZDF @S is ZDF und

S(U)
Then we have u, VE U'(w,); hence cp(ur) <q(u) by (4.4) and q(vI)< q(u) by (4.5). Since cp(u,)< V(U) would imply the contradiction cp(ur) o cp(~r)< cp(u) o q(u) by right-cancellativity of (cp(U'(w,)),o, <), we get cp(ur)=cp(u). This yields ur=u and ur=u by Definition 4.1 (i) for all pairs (u, v) satisfying (4.6). Consequently, (L u)(y, v)=(J u)(h, V) holds for all other pairs (u, c) such that MU= wr. Nowfg=fk implies that (ju,wr)= 1 (1;u)(g,r;)= 1 (.~u)(h,v)=(jk,w,), UD=II', UT=%', and we obtain (f; u,)(g, cr)=(j; u,)(k, ~1~) since S is AC. Moreover, (f; u,)#o by (4.4) yields (g, ol)=(k, cl) since S is MLC, which contradicts (y, ul)#(k, ul) by (4.5). Now we assume that S is ZDF and, again by way of contradiction, that jg = o holds for elements f'# o and g #O of S(U) or A. Then there are uO, ZI~E U such that (j; uO)#w and (g, uO) fw, and we obtain in the same way as above an element u1 which satisfies (4.4) and an element ~1~ with the same property for U'(w,) n supp(g). Then, the proof follows the same pattern as above considering all elements u, tl~U satisfying (4.7) \%'I =u1L'1 =ul?, (J u)fo and (y, u) # 0.
and we obtain (j~,w,)=(f,u,)(y,v,)=w from jg=o. Now (f;ur)#o by (4.4) and (g, vr)#w correspondingly contradict that S is ZDF. 0
We use this proof to show the following stronger statements. Contrasting Theorem 4.6, we deal now with sufficient conditions which may depend on certain interrelations between the pseudo-valuation (cp, f) and the elements of a fixed generalized semigroup semiring A.
Theorem 4.7. Let (cp, r) Proof. (a) In the corresponding part of the above proof we have used only the following property of the considered pseudo-valuation: for all ~'~6 U and f~ A there exists an element u1 satisfying (4.4) provided that U'(wo) n supp(f) is not empty. Just this is our assumption on (cp, r) made in (a). (b) The same property of the considered pseudo-valuation was used in the above proof to show the assertion of(b), together with the following one: for all WOE U and y, hcA there is a least element for the set q(D) given in (4.5), provided that (g, co) #(h, co) holds for some L:~E U'(w,). Our assumption on (cp, r) in (b) clearly implies the first property, and it remains to show the same for the second one.
From (y, PO) #(h, tlo) for some CUE U'(wo) it follows that at least one of the sets
has a least element since (cp(U'(w,) n supp(y)), <) is well-ordered. Otherwise, each of the sets cp (D,) and cp (D,) has a least element, say q(x) for XED, and q(y) for LED,. We show that these elements are comparable in ((p(U'(wo)), <), which completes our proof since then e.g. t'1 =x provides a least element cp(~~)=cp(x)<cp(y) of q(D). If (y, y)#o, then J-ED~ implies cp(x)<cp(y). Likewise, (h, x)#o yields cp(y)<q(x). Otherwise, from (y, y) = Q = (h, x), we obtain i.e. .x, y~supp(~+h).
Since (cp(U'(u~,) n supp(y+h)), <) is well-ordered, q(x) and cp(y) are comparable also in this case. 0
Further examples and results
Example 5.1. Let U be the free commutative group generated by a set X # 9. Then each element of U has a unique presentation (5.1) n XB'-Y) with r(x) EZ, almost all \l(x)=O.
XGX
Consider (X, <) as a well-ordered set. Then we define a corresponding lexicographic order on U, also denoted by <, in the same way as we have done this by (4.3) for the free commutative monoid E(X)* generated by the set X. Then (U;, <) is a linearly ordered group; hence (id", U) with U'(w)= U for all w~U is a linear pseudo-valuation of U (cf. Example 4.3). So, we can apply Theorem 4.5 and obtain the following result.
Let U be thefree commutatitle group generated by an arbitrary set X and S a semiring.
Then the group semiring S (U ) is ZDF iff S is ZDF and it is MLC i;rj-S is MLC and AC.
Note in this context that each pseudo-valuation of U is essentially of the form (id", U). We show this using only that U is commutative.
Then MU= vu and u#u forces cp(u)#cp(u) for each pseudo-valuation (cp, r) of U by Definition 4.1(i), such that the homomorphism cp : U-+f has to be injective. Moreover, as for each group, U contains no proper consistent subsemigroup.
Hence Proof. As stated above we cannot use Theorem 4.6 for lack of a well-ordered pseudo-valuation of U. But we can apply Theorem 4.7 with the pseudo-valuation (id", U) with respect to the lexicographic linear order (U, <) introduced above in Example 5.1. Then (4.8) for U'(w)= U reduces to supp(f), which is obviously a well-ordered subset of (U, <).
0
For n>2, the semiring A considered in Proposition 5.2 has several proper subsemirings A' which are also generalized group semirings of U over S, and which, of course, satisfy the same statements concerning ZDF and MLC. For example, let A' consist of all fEA in the notion (2.1) such that only a finite number of coefficients E,., 1 n with at least one index Vi<0 (or e.g. with v1 <O) differ from w. On the other hand, Proposition 5.2 can be extended to infinitely generated free commutative groups as follows.
Example 5.3. Let U be the free commutative group generated by an infinite set X and S a semiring. Let A be the set of all f E S (( U > belonging to S (( U, >> for a subgroup U, generated by a suitable finite subset {_~r, . ., x,,} CX depending on f, and which are bounded from below as in Example 2.1. Then A is a generalized group semiring of U over S and supp( f) again a well-ordered subset of (U, 9) for each SEA. Hence Theorem 4.7 yields the same statements on A as in Proposition 5.2.
Note that all considerations so far can be modified by assuming that U is the direct product of a free commutative group generated by X # 9 and a free commutative monoid % Y* for Xn Y=@ Finally, we consider generalized semigroup semirings A of a semigroup U over a semiring S of the following kind:
A is ZDF, but not MLC.
Then S has to be ZDF (cf. Lemma 3.1), and concerning the properties MLC and ZSF, one has to discuss the following cases:
(i) S is ZDF, not MLC but ZSF, (ii) S is ZDF, not MLC and not ZSF, (iii) S is ZDF, MLC and ZSF, (iv) S is ZDF, MLC but not ZSF.
We state at first that for each of these four cases corresponding semirings S exist; this is well known for (i), (iii) and (iv), and claimed here without proof for (ii). In case (i), each generalized semigroup semiring A over S satisfies (5.2) by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1. For each semiring S of (ii) and each free partially commutative monoid 9%X *, each semiring A, such that S ( 9%X * ) G A c S(( 9%X * >> holds, satisfies (5.2) by Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.6. Other corresponding examples in case (ii) can be obtained e.g. by Proposition 5.2. Exactly the same statements as for (ii) are true for each semiring S of (iii) which is not AC.
So, it is surprising that there exists no generalized semigroup semiring A satisfying (5.2) over a semiring S which belongs to case (iv). The reason is that for semirings S which are not ZSF the statements "A is ZDF" and "A is MLC" are equivalent, provided that the necessary condition "S is MLC" is satisfied. This has consequences also for the left-right dual property of A. 
Proof. It is enough to show that (a)-(b) and (a)-(c), where (a) = (b) and (a) e(c) hold for each semiring. We start with (a) 3 (b). By way of contradiction, assume that A is ZDF but that there are ,f'# o and g #h in A satisfying ,fg =f'h. Since S is not ZSF, there are elements c # w # z in S such that 0 + r = w, and U is cancellative by Lemma 3.3. We choose an element LJE U. Then k = g(oc) + ME A holds since cry and TL' are in S( U ) E A. Now ,fg =fh implies ,f( got> + httl) = o; hence k = gac + hzu = o as A is ZDF. This yields (k, uc)= c (Q, u') o+ c (h,u')r=w for all UEU; u'c 1: u'tC U'l. = , , 1' u', , =u,  hence (y, u)r~+(h, u)z =o for all UEU since U is right-cancellative. From gfh, we obtain (g, uO) #(h, uO) for at least one u~EU, and (Y, uo)a+(kUo)r=eJ implies (9, uo) 0 = (h, uo) u for o fw, such that S is not MRC. For simplicity, denote the latter by rg= fia for !.x #p to obtain a contradiction to the assumption that S is MLC and hence also ZDF: from GYJ = pa we obtain (ar + s/3) o = w and thus OSI + r/I = co, i.e. GX = ap, contradicting that S is MLC. The left-right dual proof for (a) 3 (c) is even somewhat shorter since it leads directly to the contradiction that S is not MLC.
Theoretical background for calculations with infinite sums in S((U))
Throughout this section, let S = {a, B, . } be a semiring with w as absorbing zero, U #$ a set and S((U >> = S" the set of all mappings f: U-+S, again denoted by u+f(u)=(,f; u). We use formal infinite sums in (S, +), i.e. for each family (Xi 1 ill) in S such that I'= {ill 1 Sli #co} is finite one defines L Q= iz, %r where the empty sum (for I'=$$ equals w by convention. We also say that the sum (6.3) exists iff the family (fi:j ill) is summable.
For YES and VEU, let XVES((U)) be the mapping defined by zj-+s and w-+w for all other WEU. Then the family (f;.=a,.c/ VEU) is summable in S((U)), and its sum (6.3) f= c L,EUz,~v is defined by (1; u)= xI.EC(,f;., u)=c(, for all UEU according to (6.2). So, we can state the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. For each element .fiS ((U>> g' wen by u+( j; u) , the formal notation
is a special case of the sum of the family ((f,u) Remark 6.4. In recent papers (cf. [S, 6, 8, 9 , 111) a set of statements like (a), (b) and (c) or -clearly stronger -(a), (b) and (d) or equivalent ones have been used as axioms to define algebras (A, +, Z) as semimodules whose addition is extended to certain infinite sums. In concrete cases such infinite sums can e.g. be defined by topological methods, or in a pure algebraic manner as e.g. for the Boolean semiring S = {CO, EJ, or, more generally, for complete distributive lattices considered as semirings. For a survey on these concepts (A, +, L') and statements which follow from (a), (b) and (c) or (d) we refer to [16, Section 61.
We emphasize in the context of Lemma 6.3 that (d) holds ifand only ifthe semiring S is ZSF. We show this by the following lemma, which can be proved using (d).
Lemma 6.5. Assume that S is ZSF and consider afamily (.fi,kl(i, k) 
EI x K) in S(U)).
Then, one side qf exists ifs the other does, which yields equality in (6.6).
We show that both statements of Lemma 6.5 and, hence (d) fail to be true if S is not ZSF. The latter means that there are u #w #/I in S such that c( + /3 = o. For I = K = KJ and some UEU, define J,i=iau and ~,i+l =ifi~ (or fi,i=rSU and J,i+l=/?u) and J,k=~ for all other pairs (i, k) ~ N x N. Then the left-hand side of (6.6) exists and equals o in both cases, whereas the right-hand side does not exist in the first case and equals ru in the second one.
Remark 6.6. In Definition 6.1 the infinite sums (6.3) in S(U)) are defined by the formal infinite sums (6.2) in S. Now, in the framework of Remark 6.4, there are semirings S such that infinite sums can be defined for a more comprehensive class of families (CQ 1 iEl) in S. Assume that S is such a semiring and that either (a), (b) and (c) or (a), (b) and (d) of Lemma 6.3 are satisfied for all infinite sums defined in S. Then, using this infinite sums in (6.2) we obtain infinite sums in S((U >> by (6.3) which also satisfy (a), (b) and (c) or (d), respectively (cf. [16, Proposition 6.51).
Finally, again for infinite sums according to Definition 6.1, we discuss the validity of the following infinite distributive law (D) for a generalized semigroup semiring (A, +, .) of a semigroup (U, .) over a semiring (S, + , .):
(D) Assume that the families (5 1 iE1) and (yk 1 ~EK) with elements A, yk~A are summable in S((U)) and that f=C(jI iE1) and g=C(gL I ~EK) are contained in A.
Then the family (fi'gk 1 (i, k)~l x K) is also summable in S((U >> and one has (6.7) fg= (;f$( zKgk) = ci.k;xhf;gk, which implies that the right-hand side of (6.7) is also in A. Clearly, (D (Do and (D,) .
